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penis is supposed :o be in part an attempt to o%ercome this fear; an act
of bravado in vshich the patient brazens it out. as it %\ere. to prove to his
o\s-n satisfaction that he can >afel} expose himself without the feared
punishment occurring. Scr.-e p^j^hOiinaKit^ v\uu!d ho:d that the ex-
posure is an attempt on the part of the patient to reassure himself of the
presence of his penis*
These are some, at any rate, of the p&jchopa:hoLoj:ca! explanations
put forward. The question Vnich is not answered is uhy in some cases
there is early sexual ce\elopr:;ent, and ho\\ far the conflfcis of early
childhood and the tendency for them to become fixed maj possibly
ultimately prove to be associated with glandular secretions. It is not
inconceivable that this may be the case, but at present there is net any
evidence of it.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that Ha\elock: EIILs mentioned
the occurrence of exhibitionism in %sexuall> weak' individuals. To rue
the meaning of the phrase is not clear; he referred to the fact that such
individuals were rarely married, but this is easily explained b\ the
deviation of the aim of the sexual impulse, as a result of \\hich the
normal sexual act has no interest for the patient.
4-CLINICAL ASPECTS
The law makes reference to kintent to insult a female". However this may
be interpreted legally, it is by no means psychologically sound. The man
does not necessarily wish to insult, any more than the \voman is in-
variably insulted. Servant girls, peasant girls, or others referred to as low-
class, by which is probably meant that they have not acquired the usual
inhibitions, may be pleased to watch the exhibitionist. Indeed, it may
be his intention to produce a profound and pleasant effect. A much-
quoted case of Gamer's is that of a man who chose a church for the
performance of the act. In this case there was apparently no conscious
sacrilegious motive, but in such a place the conditions were favourable
to the act. The patient gave his reasons for choosing a church as follows:
'Only there has my act its full importance. If I go there it is not to amuse
myself; it is more serious than that. I watch the effect produced on the
faces of the ladies to whom I show the organ. I wish to see them express
a profound joy. I wish, in fact, they would be forced to say to themselves:
4fcHow impressive is Nature when seen thus".* Havelock Ellis commented
that here was a trace of the feeling which inspired phallus worship. The
curious phrasing of the last sentence in the quotation is reminiscent of
the type of thought which haunts an obsessive thinker.
The penis may be erect but is often flaccid; that is to say, the excite- Manner of
ment may be overtly sexual, or it may be more in the nature of a
compulsive act, though differing from a true obsessional compulsion in
that it occurs only at intervals. The penis is not exposed to obtain
sexual gratification but, as in other obsessional acts, the patient is in a

